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Such a consideration is necessary to enforce a written agreement the same as would be necessary with an oral agreement.
A contract under seal, however, does not require a consideration to enforce it. This is the principal and characteristic difference between contracts under seal, and ordinary •written or oral contracts, both of which latter class constitute •what is known as simple or parole agreements.
It is not necessary that the consideration lie named in the agreement, or that the fact of consideration should appear in the agreement; it is only necessary that there shall be a consideration in fact.
In cases of promissory notes and other negotiable paper, the presumption is that there was in fact a consideration, whether named in the document or not, and the burden of proof rests upon the maker of the note to show that there wan in fact no consideration.
In the states of California, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky and Missouri, an agreement made in writing is presumed by statute law to he founded on a consideration, and is therefore placed on the same basis as holds generally for negotiable paper. Here ajjain the burden of proof rests upon the defendant to show that there was in faet no consideration. In both the above rases if it can br .shown that the promise was not supported by uhat the law will constnir as a valuable consideration, the agreement or contract fails. Uuf mutual promises are each a consideration to support the ot'her.
A promise! made without a valuable consideration is construed by the law to be gratuitous, and not enforceable, even though the parly to whom it was made has acted upon it, and faa.s sustained serious loss or damage thereby.
25.   Adequacy of Consideration.    It is not necessary that the consideration  named,  or   implied,  or   shown  to • exist by any acceptable evidence shall  be  adequate  to  support
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